Fokker F.XX Zilvermeeuw scratch-built
Monoplane passenger
Scale 1:72
The F.XX Zilvermeeuw was a 1930s Dutch threeengine airliner designed and built by Fokker. It was
the first Fokker design to use an elliptical-section fuselage instead of the traditional square fuselage and
the first Fokker aircraft with retractable landing gear.
The F.XX was a high-wing thick-section cantilever
monoplane with a manually actuated retractable main
and tail wheel landing gear. In the pre-war Fokker
tradition it was of mixed construction: a wooden wing
and a welded steel tube fuselage covered with linen. It
was powered by three Wright Cyclone R.1820 F radial engines, one in the nose and one under each wing
on struts. The main landing gear retracted into the engine nacelles and the wheel bay was covered with
large metal plates. These plates were later removed as
can be seen on the picture above; they caused severe
vibrations when the landing gear was extended.
With its maximum speed of 308 km/hour and cruising
speed of 270 km/hour the F.XX was 50 km/hour faster then its predecessor, the F.XVIII. The streamlined
fuselage had only 58% of the drag of the preceding
Fokker designs and drag was reduced even more by
the application of NACA cowlings. Even when in
service attempts to improve the aerodynamics continued; the engine nacelles were for example made longer to achieve that.
The aircraft had balanced flaps, again manually actuated, and balanced control surfaces. Cabin windows could
not be opened any more, and as a consequence there were windows as emergency exits at both sides of the cabin. The cockpit arrangement was also
more modern, one of the novelties being
the steering wheel, where the top sector
was removed to improve instrument visibility.
The lower surface of the wing in the fuselage had been removed to increase headroom for the passengers and baggage
room in the wing root was accessible
form the cabin. The F.XX seated twelve passengers and had three crewmembers. The Wright engines had initially Hamilton Standard propellers
with ground-adjustable speed, later replaced by their in-flight adjustable variant.
The F.XX was registered PH-AIZ and named Zilvermeeuw (Herring Gull) first flew in June 1933. It was developed on instigation of KLM (Royal Dutch Airlines) and was intended to perform the fast Christmas mail flight
to the Dutch East Indies in December 1933, KLM proving that a mail service could as well be run by a passenger plane, and did not need a special mail plane, like the Pander Postjager. But as the F.XX suffered a double
engine failure on the day of departure, the Fokker F.XVIII “Pelikaan” replaced it for that flight. The importance
of the mail service for KLM (or any other company obtaining the licence) is explained by the fact, that the passenger service to the East Indies was heavily subsidized from the state guaranteed income from the mail service.
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KLM reluctantly accepted the F.XX for its European network, illustrating the ambivalent relation between
KLM and Fokker. From March 1934 it performed with KLM services from Amsterdam to London and Berlin,
flown at an average speed of 252 km/hour and making more than 1500 flight hours per year, more than double
that of earlier Fokker types. Although the F.XX was a more advanced design in aerodynamics and had better
looks than earlier Fokkers, the arrival of the twin-engine low-wing Douglas DC-2 and DC-3 soon rendered it
obsolete. Only one aircraft was built, and in October 1936 it was sold to the paper French airline Air Tropique,
allegedly to operate a liaison service between Madrid and Paris. In fact the aircraft went to the SFTA (Société
Française de Transports Aériennes), which served as a procurement agency for the Spanish Republican government and served as a military transport in the Spanish civil war. The unique plane crashed near Barcelona-El
Prat de Llobregat, Spain in February 1938 and was written off.
Vliegwereld (ref. 1), Hegener (ref.2), Alting (ref. 3), Van der Klauw (ref.4), Wesselink (ref.5), De Leeuw (ref.
6), Franquinet (ref.7) and Hooftman (refs. 8) report the dimensions of the F.XX, while Hegener and Franquinet
present also a three view drawing. A very useful reference is the drawing by the Nederlandse Vereniging voor Modelbouwers (NVM, ref. 9). I have also received a large
quantity of pictures and original Fokker production drawings and documents from a
fellow-modeler, which is building a 1:12 scale flying model of the F.XX (see ref. 10)
and from the Aviodrome archives in Lelystad (ref.11).
Span
Length
Height
Engine
Crew/passengers

Ref.
25.70 m
16.70 m
4.50 m

1:72
356.9 mm
231.9 mm
62.5 mm

model
357.5 mm
231.0 mm
63.2 (72.0) 1
mm

Wright Cyclone R-1820-F (F.2); 3 x 650 (690) hp
3/12

General
I have used the NVM drawing as main reference for the construction. Although it is intended for a wooden 1:30
scale static model, it can be very conveniently scaled down to 1:72 plastic. So the first thing I have done is to
print all relevant parts of the drawing on scale 1:72, and to mirror most of these for the other half of wing, fuselage or horizontal tail surfaces.
I have built the aircraft in its final versions with long nacelles, which were introduced to decrease drag, and
without the main landing gear wheel bay doors, which were removed to eliminate severe vibrations when the
landing gear was extended.
Note that the order of building has not followed the description gives in this building report; often it was required to first (partially) complete the assembly of another model part to continue with the part at hand. Also, it
was often more efficient to work on two or three subassemblies at the same time. The appendix gives a list of
the actual building order followed.
Fuselage
Framework
I have build the fuselage in the same manner as suggested for the wooden model, i.e.
to build it initially as half model and to build the other half on the first one. I have
used the side view, in which the locations of the fuselage frames are indicated, as a
template, and have taped it to a 2 mm thick plastic sheet with transparent Sellotape,
So I can assemble the fuselage half over it without gluing it to the drawing. The top
view under it serves as reference for the numbered frames.
I have glued the fuselage copy of the half frames and their mirrored copy on
a piece of 1 mm plastic sheet with Hema household glue, which does not attack the plastic and
leaves no traces,
when removing the
paper.
In case of the
wooden model the stringers are attached directly to
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the frames. In the case of my model this would give a very weak construction, so I have decided to give the
whole fuselage a skin of 0.25 mm plastic and model the stringers with 0.13 x 0.4 mm strip on top of that to obtain the faceted look of the fuselage.
A keel and top stinger of 1.0 x 0.75 mm are providing a preliminary
connection between the frames. This profile material is easily given
the right curvature by pulling is over a finger. I have fixed the preformed profiles on the side view with pieces of tape. I have cut the
frames from the plastic, starting with the frames at the nose (numbered 1a and 2 on the drawing). After I had glued them to the keel
and top stringer the height of the fuselage seemed to be to small, as
can be seen in the picture at the right. This is, however, caused by
the fact that the side view gives the outline of the fuselage including
the stingers for the facets, which are placed on the fuselage frames
and increasing the radius of the frames by 2 mm in scale 1:30, so 0.8
mm in scaled 1:72.
So with a fuselage skin of 0.4 mm and stringers of 0.4 mm height (or a skin of 0.25 mm and stringers of 0.55
mm height, the choice to be made after some test on the ease of application of the skin) this ands up at the right
cross section. As a consequence I have moved top and keel stringer down- respectively upwards to leave the 0.8
mm open relative to the side view outline. I have also tested the temporary support of
the U-shaped frame no. 7, where I have left the horizontal piece at the top to give it
some support when assembling the framework I will use the same solution for all Ushaped frames). This piece will be removed after completion of the framework and
possible even after assembly of cockpit and cabin floor.
I have first placed frames at the beginning and the end of the pieces of keel and top
stinger; at the side of the on the tail the deviation from the side view outline became
larger. When I had placed seven frames I have checked their alignment by keeping a
strip of plastic along the frames. There appeared to be quite important discontinuities in the fluent line they
where supposed to form. So I have cut the offending frames loose
and corrected their width to fit the envelope. I have also decided to
reinforce the framework at the location of the cabin windows by gluing pieces of 1 mm plastic strip between the frames under the flat
part of the fuselage, where the windows are located. I have also
glued such strips between the other frames, except the cargo hold, where I have used 0.75 x 1.0 mm strips, as
they will be visible through the open cargo hold door.
In frame number 4, the solid wall between cockpit and
cabin, I have cut the opening for the sliding door with its
wedge shape at the bottom and high threshold towards the
floor of the radio-operator compartment. It will be mounted in open position. In frame number 10, separating the
cabin from the toilet, I have also made a door opening in
the rear cabin wall, and will mount the door possibly in
open position to show the interior. Here again it is a sliding door (confirmed by the
drawings); there is no room for a hinged door.
The NVM drawing (ref. 9) shows open frames behind the rear wall of the toilet
room. This seems unlikely for the next frame, as it
is the rear wall of the cargo hold, which very likely would be closed. The subsequent frames I have
modelled as closed walls also, as they will not be
visible once the model is completed; only the
frames next to the retractable tail wheel I have left open.
When the left half frames had been glued and dried I have started to glue the
right half frames to the fuselage assembly, checking the symmetry of the fuselage continuously with a piece of
measuring tape, a strip of plastic and on the eye. When I had completed the forward frames, I have also cut the
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cockpit and cabin floors from a piece of 0.25 mm plastic sheet. The cabin floor in the NVM
drawing is not long enough; it does not even extend up till the toilet door. So I have lengthened the floor up till the rear wall of the toilet room. I first thought the floor was far to wide,
but after I had made notches to fit the fuselage frames, the width appeared to be spot on. I
have glued the cockpit floor and the floor of the radio-operator room in the fuselage, with
stiffened it considerably, enough to allow for sanding the frames and longerons in shape.
I had to make the notches in the cabin floor one by one, carefully marking the place of the
frames. I have dry-fitted the cabin floor in the fuselage. As it was too
difficult to make also the floor of the toilet room out of one piece, I
have removed that part, and mounted a separate floor made from 1
mm plastic sheet. The floor is not completely flat and horizontal,
which it should be according to the photographs, as all seats have the same height relative to the windows. The
NVM drawing is wrong in this respect. I will correct for the floor level deviations by adjusting the height of the
legs of the seats.
I have also attached the two wing root ribs temporarily to the fuselage to check whether the spars were on the place of the fuselage
frames 5 and 6 and whether the incidence was correct. Both were as
they should be.
After doubling the stringers at the top and the bottom the fuselage
was ready for covering. As a test I have
covered the two last bays of the cabin
with 0.25 mm plastic sheet, which worked
rather well. But to minimize the risk of parts not fitting or insufficient accessibility, I
have decided to first construct the sidewalls with the windows, the interface of wing
and fuselage, and the cockpit interior.
Sidewalls
I have built up the sidewalls from an inner and outer layer of 0.25 mm plastic sheet and 0.2 mm transparent
plastic (the cover sheet of a report) sandwiched between these. I have glued a straight and a mirrored copy of
the sidewall on the plastic sheet and cut the shapes out. I did not
worry about the cabin door yet; that will be produced once the fuselage structure is completed. The (mirrored) right hand side is different from the left side; it does not have the square forward window
(there the instrument panel of the radio-operator is positioned) and
the two smaller rear windows are replaced by one large window.
I have dry-fitted the left sidewall, which showed that the dimensions were
quite correct. As the two window bays are located behind the wing, and as
the top has to be covered with sheeting, I have left a piece of plastic at the top
of the inner sidewall, which I have than
cut carefully to fit the frames and top
stringer. I have curved the top part by rolling it over the handle of a paintbrush and
trimmed it such that left and right hand
side fitted well together.
The transparent window part I have produced in the same way as the inner and
outer layer. The picture at the right shows
the full set of sidewall parts.
However, this solution implied that I had to construct and finish the interior of the toilet compartment before gluing
the sidewalls in place. In the building description going with the NVM drawing a cut
away drawing of the F.XX is included, which
as used as inspiration for the arrangement.
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For the door of the compartment I used the original Fokker drawing as example.
From various bits of plastic and metal wire I have produced the door, a washbasin, a toilet bowl and a small table. I have also placed a ceiling in the toilet compartment.
I have painted the cabin
floor light blue (Humbrol
109) and the inside of the
walls and ceiling light
grey (Humbrol 127) and I
have glued the toilet bowl,
washbasin and small table
in their place. I have finished the toilet compartment with a mirror over the
washbasin, cut from aluminium tape.
The pictures of the interior showed that much (laid-in) woodwork was present in the cabin, which was beyond my modelling capabilities in this scale.
So I have decided on a simpler scheme: frames and window- and doorposts
varnished wood and the remaining panelling light grey. I have first applied a
layer of Humbrol 63 on the frames and around the window openings taking
care not to spill paint on the surfaces that
had to be glued later on.
When the paint had dried a bit I have dry
brushed them with diluted burnt sienna oil
point to simulate the wood structure. In
the mean time I have also painted the cockpit
floor dark grey (Humbrol 144).
Next I have glued the sliding door of the toilet in
place in open position to reveal at least something
of the interior. I have glued the sidewalls to the
frames and stringers at the toilet compartment,
making sure that the forward part of the sidewall
reached until the first cabin frame, and have let
the glue dry before gluing the sidewalls to the
other frames and stringers. I have set the fuselage
half a day aside before closing the top over the
toilet. The top skin needed only minor corrections to fit well on the frames.
Skins
I have added the fuselage skins one by one, covering one bay between the frames at a time at each side, alternating left and right side to prevent deformation of the fuselage, but also to make painting the inside a bit easier,
as it could now still be reached from the opposite side,
where no skin had been placed yet. The skins have been
made to size by trial and error and I have glued the skin
with the very thin Tamiya glue, first without preforming
them, later by preforming them by rolling them over the handle of a file
I have made the ceiling in the rear part of the mid wing section
from 0.25 mm plastic sheet, fitting it trial and
error between the rear spar and the two ribs
and I have made the mid this ceiling fit to the
one of the rear part of the fuselage. I have also
covered the forward part; I will decide later
which part to remove to fit the cockpit roof.
In the ceiling I have mounted a dummy frame, which lined
up with the frame in the fuselage. The ceiling has been
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painted grey; the spars and frames wood colour.
I have also marked the place of the door on the fuselage and have reinforced the skin at the top of the opening
with a small piece of plastic. I have repeated this exercise at the opposite side of the fuselage where the part of
the frame running over the window opening has been taken away.
When working on the fuselage it fell
from the table on the floor and lost the
rear frame, which I could not find any
more. As I had already my doubt
whether it would be feasible to cover
the tail section with skins, as the curvature had to be very large. I have replaced the last fuselage section with a
piece of leftover balsa wood sanded in shape according to the NVM drawing.
I have covered all “bays” of the fuselage with cut-to-size pieces of
plastic sheet, except the top forward part, which only will be covered after the interior of the cockpit has been installed. As can be
seen in the pictures the tail cone has been removed again (in fact it
fell off; it is still quite difficult to find a glue that adheres equally
well to balsa wood and plastic. Also, it appeared that the tail cone
was not wide and high enough compared to the skinned fuselage, so
it will have to be made again.
Finishing
Now the stringers had to be glued on the fuselage. I have first
marked the location of the bottom stringer and the two stringers at
the top and bottom of the flat piece of the sidewalls at both sides of
the fuselage using a tape measure. Next I have glued 0.25 x 5.0
strips on the marks, fixing them with extra thin Tamiya glue. When
that had dried I have secured the strip with small drops of thin cyanoacrylate glue.
I have made the opening for the passenger
door with a sharp knife, carefully enlarging it until the surrounding fuselage
frames and stringers. The threshold I have
reinforced with a piece of 0.5 x 1.0 mm
plastic strip.
Next I have made a new tail cone. I have used spruce instead of balsa wood this time. First I have glued the side
view from the one but last fuselage from to the end of the fuselage on the piece of spruce and made the rough
outline with several cuts of the saw. I have sanded the piece of wood in its final shape with coarse sandpaper.
For the top view I have resized with the help of CorelDraw the length of the drawing, because the projection
shown in the drawing is of course shorter than the actual length.
I have glued these drawing of opposite sides of the tail piece and again first cut out the rough size with the saw
and finalized the form by sanding. Once that was done I have rounded the corners to the right shape, finalizing
it after having given the tail cone a coat of paint in order to better view the irregularities left. I have also cut the
tail cone to the correct length.
The piece of the tail cone between the two last fuselage frames must also have the faceted appearance of the rest
of the fuselage, so it had to be thinned at its circumference by half a millimetre, to which purpose I have first
made a saw cut corresponding to the location of the last fuselage frame.
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I had already two pieces of 0.5 mm plastic at the end of the fuselage to which later the horizontal tail plane
halves have to be mounted. I have then sanded the tail cone before the cut to the right width, so I could fit it between these two pieces of plastic.
Next I have rounded by sanding the cross section again to fit the shape of the last plastic fuselage frame. The
top I have sanded flat to fit the lower part of the fin.

I have given the wood a coat of plastic glue, which closes the pores and provides a good surface finish for the
thick cyanoacrylate glue, with which I have glued the tail cone to the fuselage.
I have decreased the spacing between the stringers step wise, starting
with the curved part of the fuselage cross-section and alternating left
and right side. I have glued them in place with small drops of very
thin Tamiya cement; on the wood tail cone I have used thick cyanoacrylate glue.
The spacing of the stringers between those at 0, 45 and 90 degrees I
have done on eyesight, halving the space between the ones that had
already been glued in place. I have finished placing stringers when
each quarter circle was covered with eight stringers. I have also
placed a stringer under the windows where the outer wall will end;
this way I will be able to finish the surface with putty without dirtying the windows and outer wall. The spacing on the straight parts of
the cross-section I have taken about the same as on the curved part.
At the tail some stringers have been shortened one or two bays before the tail cone, as they were there already very close to each other 2. The top part of the nose section has been covered and finished
only after the cockpit interior had been placed.
I have first painted the fuselage aluminium everywhere where strangers had
been glued. The purpose of this was to make them better visible when sanding the fuselage later. I have filled the space between the stringers with putty
(Alabastine Autoplamuur). This had to be applied carefully, as thick layers
of the stuff was eating the thin plastic.
After sanding the surface I have applied a layer of aluminium paint to reveal
imperfections, and there were
many. But the appearance of the
surface resembled well the linen
covered fuselage structure, so I
have repeated the process for the
complete fuselage, after having
glued the fin in place. I have kept the part of the fuselage where the
window panels have to be mounted free from putty by covering it
with masking tape. The imperfections I have treated with Tamiya
putty, which is easier to apply and gives less dust when sanding.
I had to repeat the cycle putty application - sanding once more to obtain a satisfactory result and I have finished the surface with grain
1200 sandpaper before
applying a last layer of
aluminium. This again
revealed some imperfections, the worst one being
the joint between fin and fuselage (aluminium makes come out even
the slightest ones). These have again been worked with Tamiya putty
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and the fine sandpaper.
I have also covered the nose section with a second layer of 0.25 mm plastic sheet material and I have removed
the “stringer” surface at the location of the hatch of the baggage hold in the nose. The hatch itself has been
made from a piece of 0.13 mm sheet.
Finally I have glued the horizontal tail plane
halves in place. The nose section has been finished by a conical piece of plastic (two layers of
2mm and one layer of 1 mm sheet), which will be
later covered by the NACA cowling. The picture
shows the fuselage next to the basic master model
of the nacelle, which has almost the same cross section as the fuselage. Next
the fuselage has received its last coat of aluminium.
Cabin windows
Next I have glued the windows and the outer wall to the inner wall
of the cabin with sparingly applied tiny drops of cyanoacrylate glue.
This needed quite some clamps to stay together. Also, it was quite
difficult to fit the window openings in the outer wall exactly on
those in the inner wall, so some
white shone through. I have corrected that by applying some
brown paint on the windows
frames.
I have removed the small window
in the port side of the fuselage, because there the passenger door will be
placed in open position. Of course that went wrong; I have cut away too
much material, which had to be repaired with a small strip of plastic.
As window section at the rear part of the fuselage has a double curvature, and the sandwich of transparent window material and outer
wall is quite stiff, so did not bend any more, I had to sand the edges,
which damaged the aluminium “final” coat of the fuselage considerably.
Painting masks
The painting scheme of the Zilvermeeuw is artistically quite nice, as
shown on the picture at the right (the dark areas), but it is difficult to
reproduce. I have started by cutting out the areas indicated with “wit
– aluminium verf” of the bottom and side view on sheet 2 of the
NVM drawing and its mirror image and have fitted them on the fuselage.
Of course this did not really gave the right result,
as the drawings are projections and do not take into account the real
shape of the fuselage, so I have indicated the corrections required with narrow masking tape and
cut out a first approximation of the correct shape
of the area to be masked. I have also removed the
excess paper from the shape, as this does hamper
the correct adhesion of the mask to the double curved surface. I have
scanned the shapes and mirrored them, combining the mask for the
bottom into one.
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Again I have removed excess paper and I have also
made a small correction to
get sufficient covering of
the nose section. Finally I have cut out the shapes and fitted them
again on the fuselage.
Being satisfied with the
appearance I have taped
the shapes on a sheet of
masking foil and have cut
out the masks.
Cabin
A drawing contained in the article coming
with the NVM drawing illustrates the fuselage cross-section construction. Although the scaled thickness of the walls
should be TBD mm, the actual thickness
of 0.65 mm, needed to cover the fuselage
frames and simulate the cloth covering,
comes fairly close. The fuselage frames
will be visible in the model’s cabin; this
cannot be avoided with the building
method selected for the fuselage. A noticeable thing in the photograph is the fuselage frames present in the cabin, the
simple triangular one behind the second
row of seats under the rear wing spar and
the complex one with baggage nets after
the fourth row of seats.
The NVM drawing itself contains two
partial frames in the shape of a circle
segment to be mounted on top of the wing
behind the rear spar. This is not compatible with the cross-section and with photographs of the interior of the F.XX.
They clearly show a cylindrical ceiling in the aft part of the cabin, which means that the frames should not be
used, and a roughly parabolic cut out should be made in the top skin of the wing behind the rear wing spar. The
shape of such a cut out is shown in the top view of the aircraft in the NVM drawing. I have scaled the radius of
the ceiling to 11.5 mm.
A picture of the cabin taken looking backwards shows that in front of the
front spar there is no cylindrical ceiling; there the full height of the wing and
the cockpit roof has been used.
To start the cabin furnishing I have first removed the auxiliary frames I had
left to give the fuselage some stiffness before the application of the skin. The
waviness of the inner sidewalls over the windows will disappear when the
windows and the outer walls are glued in place. I have retouched the woodwork and the grey paint of the sidewall panelling.
As in all Fokker passenger aircraft of the twenties and thirties some tubes of
the welded fuselage frame were visible in
the cabin. Two tubes run diagonally over
the forward cabin windows and under the
rear spar two tubes run to the fuselage
keel 3. I have produced these from alumin-
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ium painted 0.7 mm plastic rod.
Next to the door the fuselage frame is reinforces with several tubes in a complex shape. I have produced two Yshaped reinforcements over the NVM drawing and I have reinforced the joint
with thick superglue.
I have cut the frame on size to fit in the cabin former next to the door and
have painted it aluminium. When dry it has been glued with thick super glue
in the cabin to the former and to the floor. I have also cut away a bit of the
former in the roof to prevent pressure on the fragile frame when the wing will
be mounted.
There are only black and white photographs of the cabin interior, but fortunately a newspaper article mentions the colours and the interior designer,
Mutter, a fashionable furniture designer and producer from The Hague (Het
Vaderland, ref. 26); the seats were red, the walls and floor blue and grey.
The pictures further suggest an extensive
use of wood inlay in the interior. This
was too difficult to reproduce on this
scale, so I have limited myself to painting
window edges and fuselage frames in a
wood colour.
In a catalogue I bought of an exposition
of Mutter designs (ref. 27) some pictures are included of cabin interiors they designed for KLM. Unfortunately
the F.XX is missing, but some of them of the Fokker F.IX and F.XVIII of the same period give a good idea of
the design in general.
According to an original Fokker drawing the seats in the F.XX cabin
were not arranged facing straight forward, but were turned slightly
towards the aisle, probably to give the passengers more leg room, as
the fuselage walls curved inwards at the floor.
I have measured the size of the
seats from the drawing and recalculated them for the scale of the
model. The seat bottom is 5 mm
wide and 6 mm deep; the back of the seat is 11.5 mm high. I have cut these
from 0.5 mm styrene and have sanded them to the shape as depicted in the
photographs of the F.XX interior and have glued bottom and back together. I
have simplified the metal frame of arm rests and legs, and bent it from 0.4
mm brass wire fitting them around a small jig. The metal parts have been
glued to the plastic with thin cyanoacrylate glue, using the slope of the rear
legs to obtain the correct angle of the seat back. The outer legs have been
bent inwards a bit to make the seat fit well against the cabin wall, which is
bent inwards. The armrests have been made from a piece of 0.25 x 0.5 mm
plastic strip.
I have painted the seat bottom, back and arm rests crimson (Humbrol 20) as
this colour was best approaching the red leather colour mentioned in the references. The frame has been painted aluminium and the seat belts, made from
Tamiya tape glued on aluminium foil, has been painted light grey.
Producing the eleven other seats plus one spare was quite a job and it was difficult to make all seats identical, as I had to sand each back individually in the
correct shape. Also bending identical frames was not easy, but was partly
helped by the use of a small jig to check the correct size of the frame.
After painting all seat and applying the seat belts I have made each seat to fit
with the arm rests at the same height relative to the underside of the windows
by bending the outboard legs and shortening the legs.
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A minor problem was the location of the seat close to the cabin door. On drawings it is drawn immediately in
front of the door, blocking the entrance for the passengers. For this
reason I have assumed it
could be moved backwards against the rearmost seat in the cabin.
The seats have been
glued with Kristal Klear
to the cabin floor.
Cockpit
First thing I did was to cut away the excess plastic in the leading edge of the wing mid
section, where the cockpit roof joins the wing. I
have done that in the usual way by gluing the cut
out part of the wing in the top view on the plastic.
As the top view is a projection, I have modified
the outline of the cut out slightly. In the front
view the shape of the cockpit cross-section appears already quite well.
In the cockpit roof over the radio operator/flight mechanic space two windows were
present, as shown in the picture at the left and on the NVM drawing. I have cut these
out very carefully in the mid wing top skin, and have reinforced the skin
with a layer of thick cyanoacrylate
glue.
The NVM drawing contains sketch of
the pilot and radio-operator/ flight
mechanic instrument panels, which is
not convincing compared to the photograph. Luckily the set of original drawings I had received from the AvioAviodrome archives contained a drawing of the pilots’ instrument panel
and the top switch panel of the flight mechanic. I have manipulated the
Fokker drawings with Photoshop and CorelDraw until the panels fitted the NVM drawing and have used the
combined drawing as the basis for
the instrument panels. I have used
the same process to obtain a
scaled drawing of the bottom of
the pilot and flight mechanic
seats.
I have glued the paper copies on a
piece of 0.5 mm plastic and have
made holes with various diameter
drills at the location of the instruments. When that was done I have removed the paper
and finished the openings nicely. The picture shows the result; the panel at the top was a first attempt on 0.25 mm
plastic and according to the configuration of the NVM drawing. The final result below it in the picture is far more convincing.
Next I have provided detail to the instrument panels with various bits of plastic to model the panels
with lights and switches and the console with the
compass. I have also cut a piece of 0.13 mm plastic sheet to the same size as the instrument panels and painted that black.
The panels themselves I have painted dark grey (Humbrol 125) and glued
them to the black rear side.
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I have also shaped the backside of the seats for the crew from 0.25
mm plastic sheet and have glued the seat bottom in it. The first seat,
shown at the left in the picture, proved that the method worked, but
the slope of the back was not correct. The dark grey second attempt
worked out better. At the right the other to seats are shown while
drying.
At the left on the top row three hand wheels are shown. The left two
are the wheels for the elevator incidence angle and the flaps and
have been made from WW I spoked tail wheels, from which I have
removed four spokes. Next to it is a hand wheel for the landing gear, taken from my Fokker Spin kit. The lower
row shows the two instrument panels glued to their black rear panel and the sliding door between cockpit and
cabin.
I have scratched dial and hand figures in the clocks and made some small white spots simulating lamps and other thingies on the dashboard with a
sharpened toothpick. The compass I have painted brass, as
it appears very shiny in the photographs. I have also finished the other two seats for the crew.
I have made the throttle handles from 0.2 mm metal wire,
dipped in thick cyanoacrylate glue. If they are hung upside down, the glue forms a nice knob. I have finished
them by dipping them in grey paint and repeating the process and have
painted the knobs black. There are six of them, six below the compass and three on top of
the instrument panel.
Next I have fitted the panel in the fuselage on a 2 mm thick piece of strip behind the second
fuselage frame. I have sanded the outer edge of the panel until it formed a smooth line with
the forward two frames.
I have mounted the flight mechanics instrument panel on two strips of 0.7 x 1.0 mm and
have covered the sides with 0.25 mm plastic sheet, which I have carefully shaped by trialand-error to fit the fuselage wall curvature.
I have made the control column from 0.4 mm brass wire and 0.2 mm
metal strand. The brass wire I have bent around the 2.7 mm handle of a
file and cut three quarter circles from it. Ends of 0.2 mm strand I have
bent in a right angle and glued them with thin cyanoacrylate to the
brass circles to form the spokes of the steering wheel. I have made
three copies, so I can select the best ones to mount in the cockpit. After
cutting the excess wire of the spokes I have glued the steering wheel to
an end of 0.4 mm brass wire, which forms the control column. The
wheel is rotated a bit, as I want to mount the ailerons with a slight deflection.
The rudder bar has been made from a piece of 0.7 mm plastic rod, on which I have glued four
tiny rings made of 0.2 mm metal strand. The rings I have made by rolling the wire around a
0.7 mm drill bit and cutting the resulting coil in small rings. With
tweezers I have shaped the rings to a more or less circular shape and glued them to
the plastic rod. I had sized the length of the rod according to the NVM drawing, but
when fitting the first rudder bar in the cockpit it appeared to long, so I have shortened it by 2 mm. The second rudder bar I have made identical.
I have painted the sidewall of the flight mechanic’s instrument panel light grey and have glued it in place. The
pivots of the rudder bars have been shortened and the two
assemblies have been glued in place with thick cyanoacrylate glue. I have positioned the rudder bars for left rudder.
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The control columns and the spokes of the steering wheel have been painted the
same dark grey as the instrument panels, the rim of the wheel brown (Humbrol 9).
Photographs of the F.XX show clearly the aileron control cables running between the
steering wheel and the cockpit floor. I have made these from pieces of 0.06 mm fishing line, tensioned with pieces of
tape, glued to the control column
with thin cyanoacrylate.
The picture also shows a rod at the left of the left control column and at the right of the right column. The purpose of it is
unknown to me, but I have modelled them by dark grey painted pieces of 0.2 mm metal wire. I have glued the control columns to the cockpit floor with Kristal Klear, as thick cyanoacrylate glue did not
work.
The legs of the seats of the crew have been made of bits of aluminium painted 0.7
mm plastic rod. I have mounted on each of them a handle, made in the usual way
from a piece of thin metal wire with a drop of glue at the
tip, to adjust the seat position. The cockpit door has been
finished in light grey with a natural wood coloured handle,
while the circular window has been made with Kristal
Klear.
Next I have covered the top of the nose section with a cut-to-fit piece of 0.25 mm
plastic sheet. As with the original aircraft this part was covered with elektron sheeting, I have not mounted
stringers on it. I have also mounted the sliding cockpit door in half open position.
I have made seat belts from strips of brown painted masking tape (Humbrol 186) with
buckles and mounting gear suggested with aluminium paint
and have glued them into the three crew seats and I have
glued the trimming wheel on the left and right cockpit wall
next to the place where the seats were to be mounted. The
seats have been glued in place with thick cyanoacrylate
glue.
As can be seen from the pictures it was now time to clean
the model thoroughly from the dust caused by sanding.
On the forward wing spar the fuel lines and valves were
mounted and the mechanical actuation system for the retractable landing gear. There also runs a large tube from
left to right with an unknown function. I have modelled the
fuel lines with black painted 0.38 mm copper wire and the
fuel valves with slices op 0.7 mm plastic rod painted aluminium. The axle driving the landing gear mechanism has
been modelled with 0.4 mm brass wire, the tube with a
piece of 1 mm steel wire. I have also mounted the hand
wheel for the landing gear actuation in place. The last picture shows the cockpit interior with the wing dry-fitted onto it.
The last thing to produce for the cockpit is the windscreen
and cockpit roof. The drawing package obtained from the Aviodrome contains a
drawing of the front and side windows. I have scaled these to fit the dimension of the
lower edge of the side window at the fuselage, mirrored them and glued them together to for the complete windscreen, scan it again and cut out one copy. I have fitted
that copy to the fuselage, and it fitted quite well; only an adjustment of the lower
edge of the cockpit wall seemed necessary.
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So I have made a copy in 0.25 mm transparent plastic sheet, have scratched the corner lines carefully in the plastic, have bent the windshield in the correct shape and
fitted this one again on the fuselage. Next I have corrected the upper edge of the fuselage under the windows until it fitted the window well. I also had to decrease the
height of the port side window a bit to position the top of the windows well into a
flat, horizontal plane.
To shape the cockpit roof I have made a mould from wood. I have first copied the base shape
from the top of the cockpit windows on thick paper and glued that to a piece of basswood. I
have first cut off the straight sides of the block and have then sanded the
top in shape, keeping the apex 4 mm higher than the edges. I have finished
the surface by sanding, have given it a coat of gloss varnish and mounted
the mould on a barbeque pin.
Next I have produced a negative mould from two pieces of 5 mm
balsa wood, quite a bit larger than the mould itself. Between these
I have clamped a sheet of transparent plastic. I have heated the
plastic above the flame of a candle and pushed the mould on it,
expecting a well-formed cockpit roof as a result. However, after
four or five attempts I gave up: the plastic burned, was not soft
enough or became too thin. So I decided to use a paint stripper instead, which gave a better result. At least, one of the products was
good enough to be used.
After removing the excess plastic I have dry-fitted the roof on the
window sidewalls and trimmed it, until it matched well. Unfortunately there was a small hole
visible at the port wing, which needs to be repaired. I have attached the cockpit roof to the windows with very
small quantities of cyanoacrylate glue.
I have made the window frames from narrow, 0.6 mm strips of aluminium tape, treated with my riveting tool. I have first tried to
cover the angled windows with a single, bent strip with two rows
of rivets, but the tape appeared to be too stiff to stick to both sides
of the angle. I have painted the part of the roof, which has no windows, light grey. Note that also the rear edge has not been painted,
as that part will slide under the two small windows in the wing
leading edge.
To make it easier to attach the canopy to the fuselage I have glued
two strips of 0.25 x 0.5 mm to the fuselage at the location of the lower cockpit window edge, after which a final fit of the cockpit has been done. Fitting the wing to the
fuselage and cockpit it appeared that the left side of the wing cut out compressed and
deformed the cockpit. So I have removed some material from the wing until the joint
looked all right. I have also glued some reinforcements at the aft side of the roofwindow joint of the cockpit, which covered at the same time the hole at the wing
leading edge. With the canopy fitting well, I could also cut some of the dashboard
overhang away.
Finally I have glued the cockpit in
place, carefully applying very tiny
drops of thin cyanoacrylate glue.
The cockpit looks quite decent,
except for the wrinkles in the lower edge of the forward windows, which I will try to remove by cutting the tape slightly in.
As there remained some gaps between the side and front windows and the cockpit roof, I
have replaced the two aluminium tapes at the angle between two windows by a single one
with two rows of rivets and a lightly scratched folding line in the middle. I have also replaced
the the tape along the lower edge of the side windows by one that was a bit wider to cover the
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joint between window and fuselage. I have finished all tape with a layer of satin varnish to dim the very shiny
surface.
Wing
I have mirrored the top view of the wing and glued the original copy
and the mirrored copy together to form a template for the wing assembly. I have glued two copies
of the drawings of the ribs on 2
mm thick plastic sheet. On the
center line of each rib I have
drilled holes in the center of the
spars as indicated on the NVM drawing, 1.2 mm diameter in the
seven outboard spars and 2 mm in the three inboard ones. In the 2
mm holes I have fitted 2 x 1.2 mm aluminium tubes to receive a
messing rod of 1.2 mm diameter at the ends, rods and tubes serving
as spars.
I have sawed the ribs from the sheet with my Praxxon sawing machine. This worked
quite well, although even at the lowest speed and with a fine saw the plastic tended to
melt now and then. Also, the plastic is not easy to guide, so sometimes the result is a
rather irregular cut.
I have sanded each pair of ribs by aligning them
with a piece of rod or tube to a shape a bit smaller
than on the drawing. The plastic sheet wing skin
will make up the difference.
The picture at the right shows all twenty ribs arranged on the rear
“spar”, which still needs to be cut to the right length. Also, the root
ribs have to be set at an angle of 4 degrees, the wing dihedral at the
rear spar and the wing underside.
I have inserted the front spars, glued the brass rod in the aluminium
tubes and the ribs, except the ones at the wing root, to the spars with
thick cyanoacrylate glue. I have also bent the ends of the brass rod
for the center wing section to the required four degrees angle and
have glue the two root ribs to it. Next I have build up the spars in the
center section with pieces of 1 mm plastic sheet, as they will be visible in the cabin, and I have covered the visible side with a layer of
Tamiya putty.
When all was dry, I have dry-fitted the wing to the fuselage; wing and fuselage matched perfectly. I have also checked the wing dihedral,
which was correct. The ribs at the
center section were slightly smaller than the ones at the wing roots;
if needed I will correct that with an extra layer of sheeting.
To make sure the wing dihedral stays correct I have mounted strips
of 1 mm plastic between the first, second and third rib above and below the aluminium tube. I have made the
wing leading edge from pieces of 2 x 2.5
mm strip
I have glued a copy of the wing tips on 1 mm sheet, cut them out and glued them to
the outboard rib and I have secured the brass rod with a coat of thick cyanoacrylate
glue. The wing tips have been sanded down flush to the rib and to a sharp edge.
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Ailerons and flaps
I have copied the position of the aileron and landing flap “leading
edges”, both on top and bottom surface, on the ribs as well as the
wing bays where the struts of the engine
nacelles must be attached. On both places
“hard points” must be constructed.
I have used pieces of 1 mm plastic sheet
and 3 x 1 mm strips for this purpose.
As can be seen on the picture top and bottom of the wing-aileron or –flap separation are not vertically aligned;
the “cuts” must make an angle with the vertical varying between 45
degrees at the tip to 60 degrees at the wing root.
To be able to separate flap and aileron from the wing I have covered
their surface separately. When the strips were attached, I have drawn
the separation lines on both top and bottom.
I have glued a copy of the top and
bottom aileron and flap drawing
on 0.25 mm plastic sheet with ordinary Hema glue, which does not
attack the plastic and provides just
enough adhesion for the paper and
can easily be removed without leaving traces. I
have first tried to cut them out with a knife, but the
knife slips very easily away from the thin plastic,
so in the end I have used a pair of scissors to cut
them out roughly, finishing the edges up with the
knife.
The trailing edge of the skins I have sanded down
as much as possible to obtain a sharp edge. I have
aligned top and bottom skin with the line I had
drawn and have glued skins in place, using the
glue very sparingly, as it attacks the thin plastic
easily.
Next I have removed the paper from the plastic. Before the glue
could dry completely I have inspected the trailing edge, because it
deforms easily when glued. And indeed, there was a slight waviness,
which I have corrected by hand.
In the mean time I had also glued the second top frame on the upper
surface of the wing center section. Fitting the wing on the fuselage
gave already a good idea how the finished model will look.
The next job was a nasty one: separating the control surfaces from
the wing; it was not inspiring, took a long time and not easy. The
problem was making this slanted cut without damaging the control
surface skin and still cutting exactly along its edge. This required
continuously changing the sawing direction from top-down to bottom-up, and although I even had made this ideal line rather distinct
with a scriber, deviations could not be avoided.
This combined with another problem, caused by the 45 to 60 degree
slant of the cut. This means that the cut at the bottom of a 1 mm
thick piece of plastic is displaced 1 to 2 mm relative to the cut at the
top. Combined with the 3 mm width of the strips between the ribs
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this means that the slightest misalignment results in no strip at all at the end of the exercise, which can be clearly seen in the picture at the right. So I had to glue new strips between the
ribs, where they had disappeared and sand them to the right angle.
I have filled the leading edge of flap and aileron with Miliput putty, that
does not attack the thin styrene sheet material and I have covered the opposite (wing) side with 0.25 mm plastic sheet, cut slightly larger than required.
When the glue had well dried, I have removed the excess material and sanded the
edges flush with the ribs and strips between the ribs. The last imperfections of
the aileron and flap I have removed with a
very thin layer of Tamiya putty.
To avoid the problem experienced with the right wing I have drawn the separation line beforehand on the ribs and
glued 4.5 mm wide strips at the separation
line between the ribs, taking into account
the direction of the oblique cut to be
made, such that sufficient material would
be left after sawing. The two pieces of
strip at the red cross I have removed again, because there presence prevents
making the oblique cut to separate flap and aileron from the wing.
When the strips had dried well, I have
marked the separation line between wing
and control surfaces and glued the skin on
flap and aileron. Next the nasty sawing job
had to be done. It went slightly better than
with the first wing, but still there were
some places, especially towards the tip,
where hardly any material was left. Also, I
had to correct the wing trailing edge on
some places with small pieces of 0.25 mm thick strip, as the rib and trailing
edge surface was unequal.
Wing covering
I copied the outline of the wing with quite some margin on 0.25 mm plastic sheet and cut it out the lower wing
skin with knife and scissors. I have then glued the forward edge to the leading edge strip with Revell Contacta and have let it dry well.
Next I have pulled the skin backwards over the ribs, the forward edge of
which I had wetted with glue and glued
the skin to the trailing edge strips, holding
it well until the glue had sufficiently
dried. Spots that were not glued well I have treated with the very thin Tamiya glue. Finally I have removed the excess skin at the edges.
I noticed that the glue that I had applied on the forward part of the ribs had
eaten the thin plastic skin, so I have decided not to do that any more when
gluing the top skin. The rest of the procedure was the same.
As a consequence the top skin was hardly damaged, only a bit at the leading
edge. However, another, undesired consequence was that the skin was not
attached to the ribs and left on several places a void of a millimeter or less
and increasing the wing thickness.
I have separated the flap from the aileron and finished the edges
with Gunze putty, which does not attack the plastic. As advised in
the NVM building instructions I left some millimeters of top skin at
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the trailing edge to simulate the flap/aileron wing interface.
Last step in the “development of the prototype wing” was the application of the
panel lines. I have copied these from the
NVM drawing, which indicated a panel
width of two rib bays, corresponding to
about 0.6 to 0.7 meters, which seems reasonable. I have applied them carefully with a panel-scribing tool. To check
the effect I have painted the wing with a coat of Humbrol 128 (satin grey)
paint. I have also marked the three attachment points of the engine nacelle
struts by 1 mm holes.
I have painted the lower wing surface, which was finished as varnished wood
with Humbrol 103 to test whether that gave the desired effect, but it was to
light and not brown enough, so also this had to be modified.
In the picture also the simulated baggage
compartments in the wing root, which were accessible from the cabin, can be
seen as a rectangular cutout in the wing center section ribs. For the other
wing I will use double sided 3M Scotch tape to attach the skin to the ribs to
avoid this problem. The pictures illustrate the steps in the process. From left
to right: 4.5 mm wide strips glued at separation line flap/aileron - wing; aileron and flap skin glued on; aileron and flap separated with the saw from the
wing.
The picture at the top right shows the length of double-sided tape I have applied close to the leading edge to attach the skin to the ribs. The skin was not attached to the ribs everywhere, but it was undamaged except for a
spot on the leading edge at the wing root.

Next I have glued the top skin at the
leading edge, applied double-sided
tape (this time two strips) close to the
leading edge and glued the skin to the
trailing edge. When cutting it to size
after it had dried I forgot to leave some
extra material at the trailing edge. I
have repaired that by gluing a strip of
0.25 mm plastic to the top skin and
have reinforced the joint with some
cyanoacrylate glue.
After sanding the wing half I have
joined both halves with the wing center section. It then appeared that the right half was 0.5 mm thicker than the left one,
as can be clearly seen in the two pictures at the right. I have
decided to correct that by increasing the height of the right rib
of the center section with some pieces of 0.25 mm strip.
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When I had covered the center section the result was not convincing;
the asymmetry was clearly visible
and probably will also show up
once the wing has been assembled
with the fuselage. So drastic
measures were required, and I have
removed the top skin from
the right wing half and the
wing center section. After
cleaning the ribs and edges
I have glued a new top skin
to the leading edge and
have also reconstructed the
center section.
When the leading edge had dried I have glued two pieces of doublesided tape close to the leading edge and glued the rear part of the
skin to the trailing edge. I have removed the excess plastic letting the
aft part passing a bit over the trailing edge equal to that of the other
wing and I have trimmed and sanded the excess plastic off. Both
wings had now the same thickness and fitted well with the wing center section.
I have also made templates for top and bottom surface of the wing to locate
the panel lines correctly; the ones I had scribed originally were slightly irregular. I have also included the
location of the baggage hold hatch
and the tank covers in the templates.
The panel lines have been transferred to the wing skins by marking
their location with a fine liner through the holes. Here it was essential to exactly line up right and left wing to obtain a straight panel
line at the location of the wing spars. I have marked that position along a string running from tip to tip. After
engraving the panel lines I have painted the lower wing surface with a 50/50 mixture of Humbrol 52 and 103,
representing the wood colour best in my opinion.
I have also covered the top forward part of the wing center section. I
will see later how to achieve the interfacing with the cockpit roof and
the wing top surface has received a coat of grey primer.
Next the panel lines have been marked on the wing top surface following the same procedure as for the underside. I have used both paper templates to get a good alignment of the lines between the wing
halves.
As the plastic skin is very thin (0.2 – 0.25 mm) the panel lines could
not be engraved very deep. To make them stand out better I have
regularly engraved them after each coat of paint, such that the first, darker paint coat reappeared. On the wood
surface also a slightly darker wash has been applied.
I have also engraved panel lines
in flaps and ailerons; they are
clearly visible on photographs.
I have painted the top surface and
the leading edge of the wing, the
mid-wing section and both top and
bottom of flaps and ailerons aluminium (Vallejo Air zx.xxxx). I have painted leading edge and upper surface
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separately in order to minimize the surface damage due to handling. The first layer of aluminium made appear
again some badly sanded spots on the wings, so I have given them another coat of paint. The inner part of the
top skin I have painted light grey.
On the early pictures the F.XX had a searchlight under each wing, but later on that
has been changed to a search light in the leading edge of the left wing. I have first cut
out a small square in the leading edge and have glued a small square of plastic in it
with a superficially drilled hole to represent the reflector of the lamp.
I have painted the metal tank covers, made from electron, a magnesium alloy, aluminium with Humbrol 56, which finished the wing
painting for the time being.
I have chosen to assemble the three wing sections first, before attaching them to the fuselage, as I wanted to make the joints between
outer wings and center section a bit less obnoxious. The wing dihedral has been checked very carefully during this operation (16 mm at
the tips).
The difference in height between the
wing mid section and the outer wings and
the joint between the parts turned out to
be too large to be acceptable, so I had to
go through three cycles of applying putty, sanding and painting before a satisfactory
result was achieved. For the painting I just taped the sanded area at the location of
the panel lines, so no difference between the old paint and the newly painted surfaces was visible.
To fit the wing nicely on the fuselage I have marked and cut two strips of 0.25 mm
plastic to fit the outer fuselage wall and have glued these on the wing underside.
This also helped to correct the wing trailing edge next to the fuselage.
Aileron and flap hinges
Each aileron and each flap is supported by three hinges and is actuated by a
single push-pull rod. The hinge and actuation mechanism
of flaps and ailerons is clearly defined in the NVM drawing. I have copied these drawings 8 times (two for spare
use) and glued them on 0.5 mm thick plastic sheet.
In cutting them from the plastic I have accommodated the position of the extended flaps and deflected ailerons
by given a slight slope at the attachment
point to the flap or aileron.
I have glued the hinges in place after application of the decals on the wing, starting with those for the flaps. I have first
glued the two outer hinges with thick cyanoacrylate glue, dry-fitting the flap to
obtain the right aspect. I have glued the
middle one fitting
it against the flap
to get a correct
alignment. In fact, this went rather easy.
Mounting the ailerons was a different matter. As
they were rather thick it was difficult to obtain a
convincing upward position and the contact surface
of the hinges to wing and aileron was too small to
support the aileron weight. Thinning the ailerons
was not possible, as the thin skin would disappear
when sanding the aileron down. So after a number of
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fruitless attempts to mount them the same way as the flaps, I have glued the ailerons in the correct position to
the wing and have mounted the hinges afterwards. When the glue had dried I have carefully painted the hinges
dark grey.
It was straightforward to attach the flaps to the hinges with a
drop of thick cyanoacrylate glue on each of the hinges. I have
given them a deflection of about 30 degrees.
Faired push-pull rods on the upper surface of the wing actuate
the ailerons and flaps. I have made the fairings from 1 mm plastic sheet, rounded at the top and the rods from 0.4 mm brass
wire.
Tail surfaces
The horizontal tail surfaces must be 3 mm
thick at the root. I have made the core
from 2 mm sheet. The fin must be 5 mm
thick at the root, so I have made the core
from two layers of 2 mm thick sheet. I
have separated the rudder and elevator
surfaces from the stabilizer and fin and
have sanded them in profile.
The skins of all tail surfaces I have made from 0.25 mm sheet. I have marked the locations of the ribs with pinpricks and have carved the ribs with a small screwdriver,
as the first attempt to do it with a scriber
did not yield enough profile at the other
side of the skin sheet and broke the plastic
in places. The edges of the skins have
been sanded down to provide a sharp trailing edge.
I have folded each skin carefully at each rib, avoiding cracking the plastic, and have
fixed ends of 0.2 mm met al wire in each fold with thin cyanoacrylate glue. Next I
have glued the skins with sparingly applied Revel Contacta to the leading edge
of the tail surfaces, and when that had
dried well, also to the trailing edge.
For the prototype, shown at the right, I
had made the engraved ribs at the opposite side from where I had made the pinpricks. It was not possible to remove the holes
by sanding; each hole had to be closed with putty. For the next skins I have made
sure, that the holes were at the side of the core, as it was a lot easier to sand away the
resulting bubbles than to fill up all pinprick holes.
After sanding the leading and trailing edge the result was nicely formed cores for the
horizontal and vertical tail surfaces. The skins for the vertical tail plane have been
made again from 0.25 mm plastic sheet and the rib pattern scratched in it, after which
they have been bent to bring the rib pattern to expression.
Next step was to glue the pieces of 0.2 mm metal wire in the grooves and to glue the
hinge side of the skins to the core. When
these had dried well the other sides of the
skin could be glued and half a day later I
have sanded the edges to get the correct
streamline profile.
Now I could start to produce the hinges. I
have copied the location from the NVM
drawing and have sawed 0.2 mm wide slits
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of 2 mm depth in the fixed part of the tail surfaces and slits of 3 and
4.5 mm deep in the elevator and rudder respectively. The exact location of the slits in the fixed and moving parts is crucial for a correct
mounting of the control surfaces. In the slits in the fixed part I have
glued strips of 0.13 mm thick and cut them to the right length and
shape.
The control surfaces of
the F.XX were aerodynamically balanced, so
the hinge line lies behind
the leading edge of the rudder and elevator. I have given the control
surfaces a coat of grey primer and when that had dried have mounted 0.4 mm brass pins on the hinge lines of rudder and elevator
halves, which will connect the surfaces to the tail cone of the F.XX
where the actuator mechanism is located. The stabilizer halves have
also received a pin at the leading edge, which will fit in a slit in the
aft fuselage, where the
actuator mechanism for the elevator trim is located. Finally all control surfaces have received a coat of satin grey Humbrol 127 and
have been finished with Vallejo aluminium.
The curvature of the fuselage tail cone did not correspond to that of the rudder and
the tail cone was also a bit too long. I have marked the correct length on the tail cone
and sanded it until the shape fitted to the rudder. I have also drilled 0.4 mm holes in
the cone to receive the hinge axles of rudder and elevator halves. I have glued fin
and stabilizer halves in place and after painting (and application of the decals) rudder
and elevator halves have been mounted. They have not been glued; hence can be put
in any desired position.
I have added the four bracing rods between fin and
stabilizer halves to the tail, which I have made of 2
mm chord streamline profile. The ends of the profiles
have been sanded in shape to fit well. I have glued
them with thin cyanoacrylate glue and painted them
aluminum.
The last item to add was
the trim surface to the
rudder, made from a small strip of 0.25 mm plastic sheet.
Engines, propellers and nacelles
Nacelles
I have decided to make the two nacelles from resin, as they are too small to use the same technique as I have
used for the fuselage and as it will be difficult, if not impossible, to construct two identical copies with that
technique. I have described the production of the master in appendix B.
A fellow modeler made the mould and the
two resin copies, which turned out very
nice. After removing the excess resin I
have glued the halves together, applied
grey primer and filled the joints with
Tamiya putty. I have also reconstructed
the fine point at the rear of the nacelles,
which disappeared in the moulding.
The nacelles are attached to the wing by means of eight streamlined struts,
which I will make from Aeroclub styrene strut profile of 1.7, 2.0 and 3.2
mm. I have measure the location of the struts on the nacelle in the NVM
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drawing, marked them on the nacelle and have drilled 0.4 mm holes in the approximate direction of the struts,
so I can reinforce the connection between nacelle and strut with small end of 0.4 mm brass wire.
Engines
The Wright Cyclone
1820 F engines were
difficult to find. I
have ended up with
engines of five different makes: from
left to right resin
models by Red Roo
Models, Aires, Vector and Small Stuff, and white metal models by
Aeroclub. Most of them were last copies of a discontinued production. The Red Roo Wrights are intended for the Lockheed Hudson,
and are only modeled in relief together with the cowling, which has a
shape different form that of the F.XX, so I did not use them. The
Aires engine is a kit in itself, very much detail in resin and in photoetched material. The Vector engine has sufficient detail, and can be
almost brought up to “Aires” standard by adding some detailing,
while the Small Stuff engine holds the middle road between the Vector and the Aires model. The Aeroclub engines have less detail and
are (as could be expected) a bit more crudely shaped than their resin
counterparts. Aeroclub also provided me with the Hamilton Standard
propellers.
Most of the documentation on the Internet on the R.1820 Cyclone
engine is of the G-version of the engine, which continued to be produced until the earlier 1950’s. However, the
differences in shape between the F- and the
G-version are marginal, so I used the picture, taken from Wikipedia, at the right as
reference. The same applies anyhow to the
models I got: the Aeroclub and the Small
Stuff ones are the F-version, the Vector and
the Aires ones the G-version.
The exploded view instruction sheet of the
Aires engine kit provides a good guideline
for the details to be added to the Vector and
Small Stuff models. I will only model the
parts that are visible from the front, so the
valve rocker tubes, the central distribution
ring and the spark plug wires; I will not
bother to introduce cooling air guide vanes
between the cylinders and exhaust pipes behind them, neither the auxiliary equipment
behind the crankcase.
The Vector model is simplest: a crankcase and nine cylinders
(plus one spare). There is another part with it that I cannot place
on the photographs or the exploded view, unless it is the inlet
for the supercharger behind the engine.
For the Small Stuff model each cylinder has to be assembled
from three parts, one for the cylinder and two for the cylinder
head. It also contains the inlet tubes, which I will not use, as
they will be hardly visible.
I have assembled one Vector engine, mainly to establish the
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outer diameter, which I will use to size the NACA cowlings. It measured 18 mm,
which fits nicely with the outer diameter of 20 mm of the cowlings on the NVM
drawing.
I have painted the cylinders black and dry-brushed them
with gunmetal. The crankcase has been painted with a
50/50 mixture of dark grey Humbrol 157 and mid blue
Humbrol 48. The central distribution ring I have formed
from 0.5 mm copper wires, bent around a 6 mm drill bit,
cut on size to fit the crankcase. It has been painted silver with a Marabu lacquer
stick, as well as the 0.1 mm copper wire, that will serve as spark plug leads.
The tubes for the valve rocker rods I have
produced from 0.4 mm copper wire painted black. To fit these to the engine requires quite some trial and error to get
them to the correct length.
When comparing the length of the engine
with the drawing and fitting it to the fuselage, it appeared that the engine was too
long. The correct length should be 6 to 7
mm, so I removed the rear part of the assembled engine.
Before finishing the engines I have assembled the second Vector engine and the
Small Stuff engine. The length of the last one had to be reduced, and
above all, the ring feeding the spark plug cables had to be removed,
as it was moulded behind the attachment points of the valve rod housings, while all pictures show that it runs in front of them. I have still
mounted the pipes at the rear of the Small Stuff engine, even although
the probably will not show. The model also has holes already at the
location of the spark plugs.
I have completed the assembly of the valve rocker rods for the engine and have also
mounted the central circular tube, which contains the
spark plug leads are accommodated. As a test I have
mounted the spark plug leads on one cylinder, which was
still quite a job due to the small size of the parts. Paint on
the copper wire is also easily damaged, and will need
some retouching after assembly. I have first completed the
Small Stuff engine, which I will mount on the nose.
As there is quite some space between the cowling rear edge and the fuselage and nacelle contour, I hade to make some representation of the exhaust system of the Wright engine. I have produced
the exhaust stubs from 2 mm solder, which is easy to straighten on a flat surface under a metal ruler and to bend
in shape afterwards. I have drilled a 1.4 mm hole in it. The long exhaust for
the nose-mounted engine I have flattened on one side, as it is half buried in
the fuselage structure.
The collecting exhaust tubing I have formed from
1.5 mm solder, formed around a Malibu lacquer
pen, which had about the right diameter. Mounting provisions I will make to size when assembling engine and fuselage or nacelle. All exhaust
tubes have been painted black and dry brushed
with gunmetal. I have glued the exhaust ring and
exhaust pipe on the nose, checking the correct
position with engine and NACA cowling.
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When they had dried well, I have
mounted the engine on the nose.
Again here I have used the NACA
cowling to position the engine correctly. Everything fitted well and
the overall impression is quite all
right. The two other engines have
been detailed the same way.
NACA cowlings
To build the cowlings I have used a mould, made the same way as I have done for
the Pander Postjager: a hole (this time 20 mm diameter according to the NVM drawing) drilled in a 12 mm thick piece of MDF sheet. I the hole I have tightly fitted two
layers of 0.25 mm plastic sheet, 12 mm wide, and glued
these together with the ultra thin Tamiya glue, which suck
in between the two layers.
Next I have glued at one end of the cylinder a strip of 0.5
mm thick and 2 mm wide plastic, followed by a piece of
1x1 mm plastic profile. When this had dried well I have
removed the cowling from the mould. According to the
drawing the opening in the cowling should have a diameter of 15 mm and, as I could have known by adding the
numbers above, the actual diameter was 16 mm. So to finish the cowling I have glued a strip of 0.5x1 mm in the
opening.
I have sanded front and rear surface of the cowling until it
had a length of 11.5 mm, which gave the right appearance
when fitted to nacelle and fuselage. The
forward edge has been rounded by sanding until it had the correct radius, checking the curvature with a jig produced
from a copy of the NVM drawing. When
I dry-fitted with the Vector engine it
looked quite all right. Next I have produced the other two cowlings in the same
way.
The cowlings consist of two rings of each
four panels. I have engraved the circular
separation along a double layer of
6 mm Tamyia tape. The separation between the 90 degrees sections I have drawn with pencil
and engraved along a piece of tape measure.
I have given the cowlings a coat of satin grey paint and have
engraved the panel lines again, when the paint was dry. I have also drilled two 2.2 mm holes in the two outboard engines to accommodate the exhausts. Their exact location I
have taken from photographs of the F.XX. I have then given the outside of the cowlings a coat of blue paint. The inside has been finished light grey. Fitting the cowling on the nose of the started to approach the original.
Nacelle assembly
The description of the NVM building plan contains a drawing of a jig to assemble the wing struts and the nacelle. I have scaled that drawing to 1/72 and have glued it on 1 mm plastic sheet and have cut out the parts. The
four upright posts have been made from 3 x 2 mm plastic strip to give the assemble more rigidity All notches
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have been adapted to the thickness of the material used. I have moved the place of the front stop to the edge of
the base plate, as the resin nacelles I have modeled include the conical part to interface with the engine, hence
the total length is larger than the one on the drawing.
I also noticed
resin cast reworked
drawing
that the size of main wheel well width
7.8
10.8
10.5
the wheel wells wheel spacing width
3.7
6.1
6.8
was not correct; wheel well length
26.6
26,6
27.0
20.4
19.7
19.5
they were too height of nacelle
small, as shown
in the table (sizes in mm). I have reworked the wheel well with assorted tools
and the modeling knife. The picture shows the Praxxon tool bits I have used
to enlarge the wheel bays (small saw, 10 mm sanding wheel, 6 mm grinding
bit).
I have assembled the jig, taking care that the interface beams (the detachable
parts in the picture), which carry the reference holes for the strut location in
the wing end up in the right location. By interchanging the beams the right
and left nacelle suspension configuration is obtained. The nacelle fitted nicely in the jig. On
the upper side of
the nacelle the
black marked interface holes with the struts are visible.
I have made a modification to the jig to ensure that
the wheel bay was well aligned with the vertical by
gluing a piece of plastic with the right width on the
centerline of the bottom plate.
The struts for the nacelle suspension to
the wing I have made from Aeroclub styrene streamline profile in three sizes:
3.2x1.25mm for the inboard forward
strut, along which the main undercarriage
and motor controls are guided, 2.1x1.0
mm for the outboard forward strut and
1.8x0.85 mm for the other struts. I have
cut the struts trial and error to length, accommodating their angled attachment to the nacelle. In the end of each strut I have drilled a
0.4 mm hole, in which I have fitted a short length of 0.4 mm brass wire to strengthen the
connection to nacelle and wing. The struts have
been glued with thick cyanoacrylate glue.
On the left nacelle I had to adjust the position of the holes for the
struts, as they were slightly off center relative to the wheel bay.
When fitting the nacelle to the wing, a slight mismatch of the position of the pre-drilled holes in the wing and the strut location appeared. Apparently the dimensions on the drawings and those of the
nacelle assembly jig do not agree with each other. So I have drilled
new, fitting holes and the old ones are mostly hidden by the strut
construction.
At the top of the struts
there are a small fairings
to the wing. I have made
those from 0.5 mm plastic, in which I have made
“moon” crescents with a
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file. Cutting pieces from the plastic tangential to the crescents and taking into account the angle between strut
and wing surface produced the right shape for the fairings.
The starboard nacelle has been constructed the same way, but inverting the forward bar in the jig to create a mirror image. A dry fit
showed that the holes in the wing were better placed here, so possibly the jig was not accurate enough.
The nacelles are partly covered by elektron4 plates, partly by linen tensioned
over a framework. I have tried to scribe the plate edges in the nacelle, but
that was not a success on the double curved surface. So I have decided to
“produce” the elektron covers by using a different finish (Humbrol 56), as I have done also with
the tank covers on the wing upper surface. By
masking the different panels separately I have
simulated the panels lines.
As for the nose engine I have mounted the spark plug cables on the left and right engine and have glued the engines in their NACA cowling with thick cyanoacrylate
glue, ensuring the hole for the exhaust was lined up as shown in the pictures of the
original. When dry fitting the engine and cowling to the nacelle the gap between nacelle and cowling appeared to be too large, so I removed a millimeter or so from the
front of the nacelle by sanding.
I have glued the collecting exhaust ring on the front of the nacelle aligning it well
horizontally and vertically. Next I have glued the engine to the front of the nacelle,
again ensuring the correct alignment relative to the wheel wells and achieving a constant gap between NACA cowling and nacelle. Apparently the front of the nacelle
was not very flat, because the glue had some problem to attach both parts together.
For one of the engines I have solved that by using
Kristal Klear, which accommodates a misalignment easier.
Finally I have cut the exhausts to the right length
and glued them in the hole in the cowling pointing slightly to the rear.
Propellers
The Hamilton-Standard propellers of the F.XX have a diameter of 3.05 m,
which translates into 42 mm scale 1:72. The Aeroclub Models props I have
got are 38 mm diameter, which is quite a large difference when comparing it
to the diameter of the NACA cowlings. So I have decided to build them myself. A good example is given in the NVM drawing, which shows the production of 1:30 scale wooden propellers.
I have resized the drawing to 1:72 scale, have cut out the sized propeller plan
and glued it to a piece of 0.5 mm thick polystyrene sheet in four copies to
have a spare if something would go
wrong. I have cut out the propeller blades.
The other parts of the propeller have been
made from 0.12 mm plastic rod and 2 mm
outer diameter aluminium tube, of which I
have increased the inner diameter to 1.25
mm. With a fine teethed saw I have cut narrow slices and the larger middle
piece of the required size according to the drawing from the aluminium tube,
which I have glued in the correct position using the propeller drawing as a template. As the tiny things moved at
the smallest touch, spacing was not perfect.
In the middle part I have drilled a 0.8 mm hole to accommodate the propeller hub made from plastic. I have
done that by hand, and it appeared to be rather difficult to position the holes in the hard aluminium tube. I
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would have worked better if I had used the drilling stand. I have given the blades have been a sharp edge by
sanding them down.
I have glued a piece of 0.8 mm rod in the hole and have cut
the center part of the hub to size, again over the drawing of
the propeller, keeping the axle in the center. The slight
asymmetry will not be disturbing. The blades have been
glued with Revell Contacta to the hub under the correct angle, using the photographs to check that, and checking the
correct length over the drawing. When the glue was dry I
have reinforced the joint with a drop of thick cyanoacrylate
glue. The picture shows the propeller compared to the Aeroclub one, which is 4 mm smaller. After a treatment
with grey primer, the propellers have been painted aluminium.
The propeller tips carried a small red, white and blue flag (red band on closest to the propeller hub), about 1.4 mm wide in scale 1:72. I have tried to mask that, but the small pieces of
tape got stuck everywhere, except on the places they were supposed to be. So I have decided
to draw red, white and blue stripes of the correct width with CorelDraw and print them on
white decal paper, finishing them with
Microscale Decal Fluid and cutting them
put with a sharp knife along a ruler. . I
had also a sheet with Hamilton Standard
logos to complete the decoration.
Applying the very small flag decals was not straight forward either.
It was easier to position them on the right place, but their power of
adhesion was very small, so cutting the excess decal material off
along the outline of the propeller, even with a fresh, very sharp scalpel blade, removed the remainder of the decal also from the propeller. The solution was to treat the decals prior to trimming them with
a diluted solution
of Kristal Klear to improve adhesion of the edges. I have
sealed the decals with another layer of gloss Vallejo varnish.
Finally I have shortened the propeller axles to the required
length. I have not glued the propellers in the engines, they
stay well in place without.
Decals and painting
Decals
The NVM drawing gives quite some detail on the markings of the F.XX and from a fellow-modeler I also received the original painting instruction. Based on this information I have made a decal sheet, which includes
also the DUNLOP markings on the wheel brakes and rims, which could be seen on photographs. The KLM
logo and name have been printed in gold, a technique my usual decal printer in the USA can deliver. The decal
sheet also includes the “rubber” footsteps on top of the wing.
On some pictures there is also a
GOODRIDGE marking on the
tires, but the coding afterwards is
not well readable. The interior of
the cabin is also decorated, the
most important being a frieze on
the front wall, representing a seagull above the sea in front of typical mountains of
Java with at the left a Dutch village and at the right a factory, and the KLM logo and
name on the inside of the door. I have not modeled this freeze, as it will hardly be
visible through the windows. As the total width of the decoration is only 20 mm, and
as it is hardly visible, I found this acceptable.
For the inside of the door it is a different matter, as I have mounted the door in open
position. The letters KLM and the logo under it were no problem, the typical art deco edge around the window I
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have copied and modified from a mirror frame. The picture of the door also shows
the built-in cabin stairs in detail.
One of the drawings in the Aviodrome collection gave the location of the inspection hatches at
the wing underside. I have scaled
these to 1:72 and have modeled
these as dark grey ovals of respectively 3.3 x 4.7, 2.3 x 4.7 and
2.3 x 7.6 mm. The span wise stripes in this drawing are also visible in a picture of
the F.XX, so I have also made a decal with a set of stripes. As I have got no
information on the exact colour, I have drawn them in dark red.
The print shop where I usually have my decals printed informed me that on
his ALPS printer the orange and grey objects would show some dithering,
and would not turn out nicely. As I had quite positive results with the inkjet
printed orange decals for the Pander Postjager, I have split the decal sheet in
two. I had the gold, black and dark red objects printed at the decal print shop
and have printed the orange and grey ones myself. I have used the spare space on the two-thirds letter format
for spare KLM symbols.
The ALPS decals, especially the
golden KLM logo and name,
which have been printed by Joseph Osborne of Fireball
Modelworks, turned out very
nice.
Painting
My references state that the blue of the F.XX was
a shade lighter than that of the other Fokker aircraft of KLM (RAL 5010 in stead of RAL5003). I
have looked up the RGB code for RAL 5010
(0,79,124) and composed the colour in CorelDraw.
Unfortunately the colour appears different on the screen, on the
printer and on different computers, and I could not find a matching
colour in the Revell and Humbrol assortment. I have mixed the paint
with 50% Humbrol 14 and 50% Humbrol 15 with a drop of Humbrol
109.
I have painted the fuselage before assembly. First step was to apply a
last coat of aluminium. I have covered the cabin windows and the
lower edge of the cockpit sidewalls with masking tape and I have
applied the foil painting masks. Notwithstanding the many fitting exercises the mask did not match well the
outline at the nose. I have corrected that with some pieces of masking tape. Next I have painted the blue areas
as indicated on the NVM drawing and have set the model away for a day to dry.
The blue colour came out quite all right, but peeling off the tape revealed some not so good
aspects. Although I had
firmly pressed the foil
and tape against the surface, the blue paint had
crept under the foil and
tape, especially at places, where the faceted fuselage surface had
well succeeded. Apparently the foil could not follow the sharp bends
there. And on one spot the aluminium finish came off with the foil.
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ally smooth, so some repair work was necessary. So I have corrected
the separation line with a better-shaped application of tape, along
which I have repainted the aluminium. After removing the tape and
some small retouching the result was rather satisfactory.
Decal application
Prior to application of the decals I have given the wing a
coat of gloss acrylic varnish from a spray can. This was not
a success, the varnish appeared not to be compatible with the
aluminium paint of Vallejo and the Humbrol
enamel paint of the fuel
tank lids and caused the
surface to crack in many
places. So I have sanded
and repainted the wing
top surface again.
When the fuselage had
dried I have applied the
decals: the gold ones from Joseph Osborne and the other decals from my inkjet printed set. This really brought the model to life, although the Fokker logo on the rudder
was a bit big. I have produced a new decal to correct this. I have also drilled holes for the elevator halves and
attached them. As well as the rudder, they can be set at any
angle.
Next I have started with the decals on the wing. I have cut
out the decals for the red lines representing the red-doped
lining of joints on the varnished natural wood surface, which
have to go on the underside of the wing, as close to the edge
as possible, only leaving a small bit of transparent decal.
When sliding the decal lengthwise from the backing paper, it
was stretched too much, breaking the layer of Microscale
Liquid Decal Film, with which I had covered the inkjet
printed decals. This caused the water to dissolve the ink, resulting in red patches on the wing and transparent sections of
the red line. The red spots could easily be removed with water and the decal ended up in the garbage can.
The next decal I pushed sideways from the backing paper,
which worked well. After straightening it with a slightly wetted brush the result was satisfactory. To avoid further problems I have given the remaining red line decals a second coat
of Liquid Decal Film.
It required quite some nudging with a wet brush to get the
lines straight. Next I have applied the oval red-lined decals at
the places indicated in the original Fokker drawing, which
indicate the place of flap and aileron hinges and inspection
hatches. I have completed the wing underside with the black
registration decals.
The orange registration numbers on the top of the wing did
not pose any problem. The slight discoloration of the Vallejo
aluminium paint disappeared when the excess water was removed and the decal dried. Also the footsteps and the tank lid
decals have been applied.
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I have masked wing and fuselage in preparation of the application of a sealing layer of Vallejo satin varnish in a
second attempt of using the airbrush. This
was only partially successful, as the finish
turned out too matt (and the airbrush got
stuck). So I have redone the treatment
with my favorite brush and Vallejo gloss
varnish, which gave the desired result.
Undercarriage
In my scrap box I found a nose wheel of a 1:100 scale Fokker Friendship that had just the right size and outlook
for the tail wheel of the F.XX. I have
modified that with a piece of 2 mm tubing
to fit the tail wheel bay.
The main wheels came from William
Brothers Modeling in the USA. They are
the right type and have the right appearance; the tires a bit too narrow, but this is
not disturbing.
The main landing gear
itself is rather complex,
as shown in the Fokker drawing at the left. The large
sprocket for the gear retraction I have cut from 0.5 mm plastic sheet with the ingenious compass like tool I had bought
some time ago.
After having cut the arcs to the right length I have drilled
0.4 mm holes in them to simulate the “teeth” of the sprocket, which are in reality sections of tube. Other parts on the
picture I have made are the upper part of the shock absorbers (2 mm aluminium tube, one end widened on the
inside to 1.35 mm, the lower part of the shock absorbers and the wheel axles (1.3 plastic tube, strengthened at
the inside with 0.7 mm plastic rod), The “bridge” between the shock absorbers (piece of 2 mm plastic with half
a 4.5 mm circle filed in it), some pieces of 0.5 mm plastic
strip to fix the landing gear legs to the front of the wheel
bays, and the eyelets to connect the axles to the shock absorbers (slices of 2.4 mm
plastic tube with the inner
diameter widened to 1.35
mm). I have glued the
pieces together with thick
cyanoacrylate glue and
Revell Contacta and have
dry fitted them with the
wheels that had received
in the mean time their
larger brake housing. Also the tail wheel has been
painted light grey and
black.
Next came the nasty bit: assembling the complex framework
that supports and retracts the main wheels. I have cut 0.6
mm plastic rod to the required sizes as measured from the
drawings. From the circle of plastic that was left over from
the sprockets I have cut the four circle segments that support
the sprocket gears. I have started to assemble the frame, checking the correct place of the tubes continuously on
the photographs, as the drawings gave insufficient information.
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The curved support frames have been glued with Revell Contacta, all other connection have been made with
thick cyanoacrylate glue. I have painted the frames with
grey primer and have
opened up all holes
again, when that had
dried. I have also simulated the top hinges of
the landing gear with thin
slices of 1 mm plastic rod. The landing
gear legs have been finished with light
grey and aluminium paint for the lower
part of the shock absorbers and het top hinges. I have also reinforced the top
to obtain a larger gluing area to the wheel bay.
The pictures showed that the wheel rims
were carrying on both sides the Dunlop
brand names. I had made small decals for
that, which I have applied with ample
Microscale Set to prevent silvering. The air valve I have made black.
I have mounted the tail wheel giving it a slight left turn to fit the position of
the rudder bar and the rudder.
Although the diameter of
the wheels is correct, they
appeared to be too narrow
when mounted under the
model and the tires where
also too small compared to the photographs of the
F.XX. So I decided to produce new wheels from
scratch according to the NVM drawings. I have
used my drilling machine to produce them from 1
mm thick plastic sheet sandwiched between two
sheets of 2 mm. I have also used a scribing tool to
make the initial form of the rim of the wheels. The
new wheels had a diameter of 19.7 mm and were
4.7 mm thick. I have also removed the material at
the center of the wheels to make place for the
rims.
Next I have dry fitted a wheel on the model. As
the axles had not been glued, that was relatively
easy. There was enough room left on the axle to
construct rim and brake discs.
The rims have been constructed from 0.13 mm
thick plastic sheet, cut with my circle-cutting tool
and have a diameter of 12 mm. The one destined
for the outside of the wheels I have made slightly
convex with the rear end of a screwdriver. Around
the edge I have made small pinholes to simulate
the bolts visible on the photographs. The brake
discs measure 9 mm and have been cut from 0.25 mm thick plastic sheet.
I have given the wheels a coat of grey primer, have finished the tires with Revell Aquacolor tank grey 36178
and the rims and brake drums with Humbrol light grey. Before changing the wheels I have measured the distance of the wing tips to the tabletop. The difference being 3 mm, the bottom of one wheel should be “flattened” one millimeter more than the other. To make no mistakes I have marked the side where the wing tip had
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to be lowered. I have also made new DUNLOP decals, as my stock was exhausted. After applying the decals I
have finished the wheels with satin Vallejo varnish.
Interchanging the first wheel went easy, as I had not glued the axels to the landing gear frame. The second
wheel however could not pass between the two shock absorbers. A lesson for the next time: Never base your
conclusions on measurements of only one of the possible locations. There was no other practical solution than
breaking away one of the shock absorbers; widening the opening by filing and sanding was not possible due to
space limitations.
Luckily the broken parts could be fitted together decently after the new wheel had been put in place. Thick cyanoacrylate glue was here
a great help. The collateral damage (antenna
wire and tail navigation
light) was also repaired
easily.
Final assembly
Prior to assembly some details of the fuselage still had to be finished. The F.XX had a central fueling and fueldumping device, rather novel for the time, exiting from the fuselage under the toilet floor. I have modeled that
by drilling an oblique 1.1 mm hole in the fuselage and mounting a short piece of 1 mm rod in
it. It was difficult to drill a nice hole in the puttied fuselage; the
putty tends to brake away, certainly when the hole is not drilled
normal to the surface. In the rod I have drilled a 0.5 mm hole.
The same drilling problem I had experienced before when making
the provision for the landing light under the nose. I have closed the
2 mm hole with a circular piece of sheet plastic and have glued a
punched piece of aluminium tape on it to model the spotlight’s reflector. I have finished the light by administering a drop of KristalKlear to make the glass cover.
I have made the passenger and cargo doors from 0.5 mm plastic sheet, cut to size trial-and-error and formed by rolling the plastic over a wooden rod. The window in the passenger door has been cut aligning it carefully with the cabin
windows already present. The door frames on the inside and the passenger
door hinges have been made of 0.5 x 0.2 mm styrene strip glued with very
thin Tamiya cement. I have painted the inner side of the doors light grey and
the frame light brown (Humbrol 119). The outside of the doors has been finished in blue and aluminum to match the fuselage painting.
The passenger door has an elaborated decoration around the window
at the inside, for which I have made a decal modeled from a art deco
painting frame, and the KLM logo on the lower panel. I have placed
the
remaining
text
of
[KONINKLYKE
LUCHTVAART
MAATS]CHAPPY on the
outside of the door. The
cargo door does not carry
any decal. I have glued
the passenger door in
place with a bit of Kristal
Klear on the two hinges.
After carefully adjusting the fit of wing and fuselage I have glued
them together with ample thick cyanoacrylate glue. The joint on the
top of the fuselage and between cockpit roof and wing I have filled
with Vallejo putty, removing the excess with a damp cloth. When
dry the joints have been carefully painted aluminium. This still left
traces, so I decided to risk using Tamiya putty and sanding the joint
with grade 1200 sandpaper. This gamble turned out well, and after
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applying a coat of aluminium and gloss varnish the joint was not visible any more.
After assembly of the nacelles they could be mounted under the
wings. I have carefully checked whether the pins of the nacelle struts
fitted well in the holes in the wing and have then glued them in place
with thick cyanoacrylate
glue. I have first put a
small drop of glue on
each of the mounting
holes and then place the
nacelle, securing the three
joints with some additional glue. This connected the nacelle firmly to
the wing. I have repeated the procedure for the other nacelle. Resting
the model on the nacelles the wingtips were at almost equal height
from the table surface;
the 1.5 mm difference was not worthwhile to correct.
The top transverse connection between the two shock absorbers of
the main undercarriage legs has been glued to the forward wall of the
wheel wells with thick super glue. To secure the connection I have
drilled a 0.5 mm hole through it and in the forward wall and glued a
brass pin in it. I have repeated that for the other undercarriage leg
and could put the model on its wheels.

The picture below shows several other small items. The navigation lights on the wing leading edge have been
made from a short length of 1.0 mm plastic rod, sanded round at the edge and painted
light grey, before tipping the end in red and green transparent paint. The tail navigation light is a sesame seed on a piece of 0.25 mm metal wire, having received the
same treatment. The wing anchorage fixtures have been bent from 0.4 mm brass
wire, cut to size and will be glued to the wing tips. I have also painted these light
grey.
The two small window wipers have been made from grey painted 0.2 mm metal wire and small strips of black painted thin plastic sheet. Although I had
scaled the sizes from the NVM drawing, I still had to shorten them considerably in order to fit properly on the small front windows. I have glued them with
thick superglue.
After having cut the plastic rod with the two wing navigation lights to the right size,
I lost them both in my attempt to position them on the wing leading edge. So I have
prepared some new ones and glued them in place and painted them only afterwards.
Luckily I had made spare anchorage brackets; in the end I just had the four left that
were required.
The taillight fitted easily in a 0.3 mm hole I had glued in
in top of the fin. Navigation lights and brackets have been fixed with thick cyanoacrylate glue. The front part of the light has been painted aluminium; according
to the NVM drawing the light only shone rearward. Just forward of the light on the
leading edge a hole is visible, where the antenna wire will be fixed.
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The antenna on top of the fuselage I have made of 0.75 mm brass rod, as I
feared that a styrene rod would be to
weak. Next to the antenna, just forward of
the front wing spar, I have drilled a small
hole to lead the antenna wire to the cabin
of the radio operator.
The antenna under the fuselage appears to be a
wire wound around a cylindrical pole, which
sticks out below the underside of the nacelles. It does
not appear on
any drawing,
but I have
measured on
the model that I must be about 11 mm
long. I have modeled it by winding 0.1
mm transformer wire around a piece of
0.7 mm plastic rod, securing the wire with
thin cyanoacrylate glue. The rod has been
cut to the required length, a pin of 0.2 mm
metal wire glued in a 0.3 mm hole at one
end. I have painted it aluminium before
mounting it in a 0.3 mm hole under the
fuselage slightly to the left of and behind
the landing light.
The pitot tube of the F.XX had
a rather particular shape. I have
modeled it from brass tube of
0.3 x 0.1 mm and a piece of
black painted 0.06 mm transformer wire.
I have made two Venturi tubes 5 from 1 mm plastic
rod, filing down the middle section and drilling a 0.6
mm hole in each end. They have been fitted to the fuselage with a strip of 0.25 x 0.5 mm plastic. Their position has been derived from the photographs of the
Zilvermeeuw.
I have first tried to make the brake lines from 0.1 mm metal wire, but it was to difficult to
give that the correct routing between the landing gear frame work. In the end I have decided to make the lines from black painted fishing line. I could not make the lines end on
the brake drums, as with the real aircraft, as on the
model the whole drum rotates with the wheels, so I
have made them end on the wheel axle.
The wing landing light cover I have shaped from excess transparent plastic of the vacuum formed windscreen of another kit. The cargo door I have fixed in
open position with thick cyanoacrylate glue; the support strut has been made from 0.5 x 0.25 mm light
grey painted strip.
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The cabin stairs were foldable and wider at the top than at
the bottom. One of the original Fokker drawings shows how
the stair elements were built up. Apparently each step of the
stairs was sliding inside the higher one, thus forming a solid
package that was easy to store.
I have modeled the two
sides of the stairs from
pieces of 4 mm long 0.13
mm thick plastic strips,
glued tile wise on each other. The steps have been made from 0.25 mm plastic sheet, the top one being 2 mm wider than the bottom one, in this way
achieving the right look. The steps have been glued under an angle of approximately 30 degrees.
I have given the steps a layer of grey primer, and have finished them Vallejo
aluminium. The top of each step has been painted with Revell Aquacolor
tank grey to simulate the anti-slip layer.
In this phase I have inspected the model and retouched damaged paint here and there. I have glued the stairs
under an angle of 60 degrees to the threshold of the cabin door with Kristal Klear, which still allows for some
movement when the glue has dried.
When taking the final pictures, I noticed that one of the stabilizer halves was disturbingly lower than the other.
Although correcting that (breaking loose the offending half) was a risky enterprise, the reward was a nicely balanced model.
Summary
The model was not easy to build; the major problems came from the double curved fuselage surface and the
particular fuselage and nacelle surface (many stringers covered by cloth, giving a multi-faceted surface). Also,
the frame and skin construction method is not the simplest one to implement, but can hardly be avoided, when a
realistic cabin and cockpit interior must be created. Forming the cabin/fuselage from resin is not a real alternative, if the intention is to show something of the interior through the relatively large windows. The separated
flap and aileron configuration is rather vulnerable; they are easily damaged when handling the model. The same
applies for the doors and the cabin stairs. Although the undercarriage configuration is complex, building it up
from pieces of plastic was still relatively easy, and the resulting construction quite sturdy.
Nevertheless, the outcome is a rather unique model. Below some pictures of the finished model are shown.
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Appendix A Documentation, painting data and building order of the Fokker F.XX
I have not reproduced the enormous amount of photographs and drawings of the Fokker F.XX that I have collected. When there are modelers interested in receiving a copy, they may request so at info@hollandaircraft.nl

Paint table

Actual building order of the model

H = Humbrol, V = Vallejo, M = Marabu paint stick, R = Revell
Aquacolor
Code
Colour
Where
H9
Brown
Rim steering wheels, landing gear wheel, cabin window edges
50% H14,
Dark blue
Fuselage; engine cowlings
50% H15,
(RAL 5010)
drop of H109
H16
Gold
Compass
H20
Crimson
Cabin seats
H22
White
Toilet furniture
50% H48,
Blue-grey
Engine carter
50% H157
H56
Aluminium
Tank covers, seat belt fixtures, propellers, cabin
stairs
H63
Matt sand
Underside wings
H85
Black
Instrument panel dials, engine cylinders, window
wiper blades
H109
WWI light blue Cabin & toilet floor
H119
Light brown
Fuselage & door frames
H123
Grey blue
Cockpit floor
H125
Dark grey
Instrument panels, aileron
and flap hinges, cabin safety belts
H127
Light grey
Cabin & cockpit walls, inner skin wings, seat belts
cabin, wing tip anchorage
fixtures, landing gear struts,
wheel rims, brake drums
H186
Brown
Cockpit seat belts
H1321
Transparent
Tail and starboard navigared
tion light
H1325
Transparent
Port navigation light
green
M0112 03
Silver
Engine electricity leads
M0121 32
Black
Antenna wire, pitot tube
lead, brake lines
R36178
Tank grey
Tires, top side cabin stairs
V 71.062
Aluminium
Fuselage underside, na(RAL 9006)
celles, struts, tail planes,
wing upper surface

Red: wing construction flow, blue: fuselage construction flow;
these activities could be done as two parallel flows
Documentation collection
Engine procurement
Decal drawing
Fuselage frame construction
Wing frame construction
Flap and aileron separation and covering
Wing covering
Fuselage floor construction
Aft fuselage bottom paneling
Tail surfaces construction
Wing panel engraving
Cabin window panels fitting
Toilet compartment arrangement
Wing center box construction
Mid and forward fuselage paneling
Cabin bottom side interior painting
Window panel assembly
Cabin top side interior painting
Wing painting
Tail cone construction
Cockpit roof (wing part) construction
Aft fuselage top covering
Passenger and freight door opening construction
Fuselage outside stringer application
Cabin frames construction and painting
Wing assembly
Decal size check
Decal printing
Cockpit interior construction (fuselage part)
Cockpit interior construction (wing part)
Fuselage facets application
Nacelle master model production
Cabin windows assembly and painting
Tail surfaces assembly
Fuselage painting masks production
Cockpit windows construction
Cockpit roof (fuselage part) construction
Flap and aileron hinges production
Wing-fuselage fitting
Fuselage painting
Decal application (fuselage and wing)
Nacelles main parts production and assembly
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Engine model selection and production
NACA cowling production
Engine exhaust production
Spark plug wires assembly
Nose engine and cowling assembly
Fueling & fuel dump interface
Fuselage landing light
Fuselage passenger & cargo door
Flap hinge assembly
Aileron & flap assembly
Cabin seats
Venturi tubes
Aileron & flap push-pull rods
Wing-fuselage assembly and joint rework
Main landing gear wheel brake discs
Main landing gear parts and assembly
Nacelle struts
Nacelle assembly
Engine mounting on nacelles
Nacelle mounting under wings
Undercarriage mounting
Propeller production and decoration
Window wipers
Navigation lights
Wing anchorage brackets
Top antenna and antenna wire
Pitot tube
Wheel replacement
Freight door
Antenna under fuselage
Brake lines
Cabin stairs

June 1933

Flight article, October 5, 1933
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Appendix B Producing a master for the resin nacelles
I have decided to make the nacelles from resin, as I did not expect that they would be identical if I would use the same method as for the fuselage. The master I have made from wood. I
had found some scrap redwood (left) and oak (middle) with a nice grain, but both are rather
hard and difficult to work. Luckily a local creative arts shop had some basswood, shown at
the right of the picture, which is a lot softer and easier to work.
From the basswood block I have cut a piece of 25 x 25 x 75 mm, sufficiently large to model
the nacelle.
I have glued a copy of the bottom view of the nacelle on sheet 3
of the NVM drawing on the to and bottom of this block, taking
care to align them precisely with each other.
Next I have removed the bulk of the excess wood from the block
and sanded the whole block in shape with coarse sandpaper. I
have first tried to do so with a miniature plane, but this did not
work out very well.
The next step was a bit trickier. As the sides are now curved I
had to lengthen side view of the nacelles with about four per
cent the to fit the length of the side. I have done that with the
help of CorelDraw, which allows you to change only one of the
dimensions of an image, and have mirrored the shape at the same time.
I have glued the side views to the piece of wood, again aligning both sides well, and I have
also made two transverse saw cuts at the forward and rear side of
the wheel bay.
Then the sanding could begin again until the required side view
was realized. I have also made a lengthwise saw cut along the
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plane of symmetry, as the master model will be made in two pieces to shape the wheel bay as realistic as possible.
Now the nacelle had to be sanded until it got its approximately round cross section. I have
used first coarse sandpaper, going to finer grain when I came closer to the final shape. I have
marked the forward part of the nacelle, which will be covered by the NACA cowling and
where no stringers will be present. I have also cut out the beginning of the wheel bay cavity. I
have first tried to do that by milling, but the path of the tool was very difficult to control, so in the end I have decided to
make the hole with a knife.
The stringers on the nacelle I have modelled from 0.2 mm metal
approximately 22.5 degrees at the
celle. The wire has been glued to
anoacrylate. But this appeared to
to the original, which according to the photographs counts at
least twelve stringers spaced over half the circumference. So I
have glued an additional wire between each pair of wires
present.

wire, space by an angle of
forward part of the nathe wood with thick cywide a spacing compared

When this had been done I have coated the nacelle amply with Revell Plasto putty, which
owing to its large proportion of glue attaches well to the painted
wood.
After sanding this I have sawed the nacelle over length in two
parts and have finished the wheel bay in both halves.
I have painted the nacelles with primer and blue gloss paint. This
brought up quite some irregularities again, so I have filled these
up with putty and have sanded them again. I have repeated this
three or four times, before the finish was acceptable. I have then
brought the masters to my colleague modeller, which would do
the resin work.
1

Including antenna.
This was also the case on the original aircraft. The stringer spacing was there 12 on a quart circle.
3
These last tubes are not indicated on the NVM drawing, but they are clearly visible in one of the cabin photographs.
4
Elektron is a magnesium alloy, which was used quite frequently in the thirties.
5
Venturi tubes were used to create the underpressure required to power the rotating wheels in instruments like a turn indicator, an artificial horizon and an (Askani) compass.
2
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